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FUN WITH SENTENCES - WORKSHEET 

1. Look at the pictures given below carefully. 

                      
Image 1: https://contentmanagement.srisathyasaividyavahini.org/mediabank.php?inp=gm_img_02713                                                                              
Image 2: https://contentmanagement.srisathyasaividyavahini.org/mediabank.php?inp=gm_img_02714                                                                   
Image 3: https://contentmanagement.srisathyasaividyavahini.org/mediabank.php?inp=gm_img_02715                                                                 
Image 4: https://contentmanagement.srisathyasaividyavahini.org/mediabank.php?inp=gm_img_02716                                                                 
Image 5: https://contentmanagement.srisathyasaividyavahini.org/mediabank.php?inp=gm_img_02717                                                                      
Image 6: https://contentmanagement.srisathyasaividyavahini.org/mediabank.php?inp=gm_img_02718 

Now rearrange these sentences to make a meaningful story and give it a suitable title. 

1. They were caught in the net and did not know how to escape. 
2. All the pigeons fluttered and flapped their wings together and flew away with the net. 
3. The leader of the flock had an idea. 
4. A flock of pigeons saw a lot of grains in the jungle. 
5. They saw the hunter coming towards them and knew that their end was near. 
6. They flew down to pick the grains not knowing that it was a hunter’s net and they would get 

trapped. 
____________________________ 

 
1.____________________________________________________________________ 

2.____________________________________________________________________ 

3.____________________________________________________________________ 

4.____________________________________________________________________ 

5.____________________________________________________________________ 

6.____________________________________________________________________ 
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2. Punctuate the following sentences and identify the type. 

       i. you should get into the habit of rising early 

__________________________________________________________________ 

ii. when are you planning to come home 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 

iii. it was such an enjoyable picnic 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 

iv. birds migrate to escape the cold weather 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 

3. Rearrange the jumbled words to make meaningful sentences with suitable punctuations. 
 

i. no / hard work / is / there / for / substitute 

__________________________________________________________________ 

ii. in / is / which / river / the / india / longest 

__________________________________________________________________ 

iii. the / are / beautiful / how / flowers 

__________________________________________________________________ 

iv. the / should / speak / we / truth / always 

__________________________________________________________________ 

4. Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the box. 

to    were    for     the     and     very 

 
When all the animals were enjoying ____ summer, the ants _____ busy carrying grains 

to their homes. Everyone made fun of the ants. But the ants said that it was ______ 

important to save ____ the rainy days. Everyone laughed and continued ____ play in 

the sunshine. Soon the rainy season started ______ there was water everywhere. Now 

the animals were stuck in their shelters with no food while the ants were enjoying the 

rains with no worry about food. 
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ANSWER KEY 

(for teacher’s use only) 

 

1. Rearrange the sentences to make a meaningful story and give it a suitable title. 

Title - Unity is strength (sample) 

1. A flock of pigeons saw a lot of grains in the jungle. 

2. They flew down to pick the grains not knowing that it was a hunter’s net and they would get 

trapped. 

3. They were caught in the net and did not know how to escape. 

4. They saw the hunter coming towards them and knew that their end was near. 

5. The leader of the flock had an idea. 

6. All the pigeons fluttered and flapped their wings together and flew away with the 

net. 

2. Punctuate the following sentences and identify the type. 

i. You should get into the habit of rising early. Imperative sentence 

ii. When are you planning to come home? Interrogative sentence 

iii. It was such an enjoyable picnic! Exclamatory sentence 

iv. Birds migrate to escape the cold weather. Assertive sentence 

3. Rearrange the jumbled words to make meaningful sentences with suitable punctuations. 

i. There is no substitute for hard work. 

ii. Which is the longest river in India? 

iii. How beautiful the flowers are! 

iv. We should always speak the truth. 

4. Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the box. 

When all the animals were enjoying the summer, the ants were busy carrying 

grains to their homes. Everyone made fun of the ants. But the ants said that it 

was very important to save for the rainy days. Everyone laughed and continued 

to play in the sunshine. Soon the rainy season started and there was water 

everywhere. Now the animals were stuck in their shelters with no food while the 

ants were enjoying the rains with no worry about food. 


